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I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine waking up in a hospital room unable to remember recent events, incapable of hearing or speaking, unable to find the words to express your thoughts, and mistaking nurses for CIA operatives. This was the reality for Sgt. David Emme after an improvised explosive device (IED) detonated next to his vehicle while his party transported Iraqi volunteers for military training. In addition to his obvious physical injuries, he suffered traumatic brain injury (TBI), which significantly affected his cognitive abilities. The injury limited his speech and dramatically impaired his deductive reasoning, problem-solving, and other cognitive functions. For an estimated one out of five troops fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan, this is common occurrence after sustaining an injury to the head, neck, or face.

An estimated sixty-seven percent of veterans of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) suffer from TBI. Fortunately for Sgt. Emme, with proper treatment he showed a near-complete recovery, to the point of taking online college courses. Unfortunately for others, this level of recovery is rare. Given the nature of this injury, it was imperative that the Legislature take steps to provide the appropriate health-screening resources to mitigate the potentially permanent injuries associated with TBI. By providing an outreach program and other healthcare resources to help combat TBIs, Chapter 593 is a step in the right direction, but
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more needs to be done to address the stigma associated with this illness and to deliver appropriate mental healthcare.

II. BACKGROUND

A. What is Traumatic Brain Injury?

TBI occurs when a physical trauma causes brain damage, either as a “closed head injury” or a “penetrating head injury.” Different mechanisms can cause TBI, including: (1) mechanical forces (when an object impacts the head); (2) acceleration-deceleration forces (when the brain moves within the skull, even while the head is still); (3) vascular tearing (damage to blood vessels in the brain); and (4) diffuse axonal injury (damage to neurons). Despite the hemorrhaging and swelling after TBI, there has been a high survival rate among those injured due to state-of-the-art field combat medical care.

TBI is considered a neurological disorder that is often associated with additional psychological disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or depression. TBI may come in mild, moderate, or severe forms, with symptoms ranging from headaches and confusion to mood changes and trouble with memory, concentration, attention, or thinking. Although severe forms of the injury, such as that which Sgt. Emme suffered, can cause a multitude of health issues, the mild form of TBI is more likely to cause latent psychological problems that may be improperly treated.

B. A History of Traumatic Brain Injury

In the aftermath of the Vietnam War, inadequate treatment protocols left many war veterans untreated and unaware of the potentially long-lasting and
debilitating effects of TBI. Many veterans who suffered TBIs during combat were belatedly diagnosed with PTSD and Agent Orange Syndrome (AOS). Unfortunately, the government required diagnosis of war-related injuries within two years of return. Thus, most of these veterans were ineligible for treatment under the Veterans Administration medical system because the diagnoses occurred more than two years after returning from the war. In 1992, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) established the Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) to implement a more specialized resource for veterans with TBI. Four years later, Congress passed the Traumatic Brain Injury Act, which provided yet another source of funding for TBI related research.

TBI accounts for a larger percentage of casualties among soldiers returning from Iraq and Afghanistan than it has in other recent wars. During OIF, the percentage of returning soldiers with brain injuries is nearly double that of the Vietnam War. Indeed, the injury has been so ubiquitous among veterans that it has repeatedly been referred to as the “signature injury” of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. One cause for the rise in TBI may be an improvement in the protective quality of body armor and helmets. The improved protective gear shields soldiers from penetrating injuries, specifically those resulting from IED attacks; however, the protective gear does not completely protect the brain from the shock of the physical trauma.

Current research shows two significant points relevant to this new legislation. First, mild TBI contributes to the incidence of PTSD, and second, the symptoms associated with both TBI and PTSD get worse if the injuries remain untreated. Unfortunately, a delayed onset of symptoms renders TBI difficult to diagnose after a trauma, especially when a mild form of the injury has occurred.
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Considering TBI’s characteristics, development of an appropriate screening process was the proper step in expanding the healthcare resources available to returning veterans in California.

C. The Stigma Associated with Traumatic Brain Injuries

In addition to the increased rate of TBI in recent wars, public and self-stigmatization associated with mental injuries such as PTSD make it more difficult for veterans to seek appropriate medical care. More than sixty percent of soldiers showing symptoms of PTSD report that they are unlikely to seek care for potential psychological injury for fear of stigmatization or loss of career opportunities. Studies show that troops suffering from mental-health problems are twice as likely to be concerned with stigmatization because of their illness. Furthermore, the stigma is more pronounced in the military because soldiers are uniquely concerned over how a potential mental illness may be perceived by peers and by their leadership. As injured soldiers internalize this social stigma and develop self-stigma, their self-esteem drops. A misguided approach to treatment can develop where soldiers believe they are capable of controlling their condition.

Another layer of the stigma-concern relates to the ability to receive appropriate medical care for psychological disorders. In the past, psychiatric diagnoses were used to strip soldiers of their healthcare benefits, providing an additional reason for soldiers’ reluctance to seek care for psychological injuries.

D. Illinois’ Approach to Traumatic Brain Injury

Illinois has taken more aggressive measures to treat war veterans suffering from TBI. In January 2008, the State passed the Illinois Warrior Assistance Program mandating TBI screening for returning National Guard members and offering similar health screenings for free to returning Iraq and Afghanistan veterans. Specifically,
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the PTSD arm of the Illinois program offers several services that grant combat veterans a method of circumventing the social stigma associated with PTSD. The program provides a twenty-four hour toll-free telephone service that connects to a call center staffed by trained medical professionals. The phone service provides an initial over-the-phone screening as well as a determination for further screening and treatment. Second, the program gives veterans access to medical care outside of the VA system, obviating the need to travel long distances for health care. As a result, Illinois is leading the way in developing programs that provide veterans with valuable treatment for PTSD and mild TBIs. Following Illinois’ lead, and in response to the increasingly large number of veterans with TBI, California enacted Chapter 593.

III. CHAPTER 593

Chapter 593 expands the resources available to active members of the armed forces by requiring the Secretary of the California Department of Veterans Affairs (CDVA) and the Adjutant General to implement an outreach program for TBI screenings for returning veterans. Eligible members include active members, reservists, and veterans of the armed forces, including members of the California National Guard. The CDVA provides eligible members with healthcare coverage, including traumatic brain injury screening, for five years after active duty.

IV. ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER 593

A. Chapter 593 Expands the Veterans Health and Safety Act of 2006

In 2006, Senator Chesbro introduced the Veterans Health and Safety Act of 2006 (VHSA of 2006) to create a program that would ensure that California veterans are aware of their rights to federal government uranium screening. Depleted uranium available at http://www.illinois.gov/PressReleases/ShowPressRelease.cfm?SubjectID=3&RecNum=6070 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review); see also Razzouk & Razzouk, supra note 12, at 355.
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is a chemically toxic and radioactive substance that “may cause kidney and lung damage, may cause cancer when inhaled or ingested, and may cause genetic mutations that are carried to future generations.” 48 The 2006 VHSA established an outreach program that raised awareness of possible uranium exposure and assists combat veterans in getting a health screening for exposure to depleted uranium.49 Like the 2006 VHSA, which provided services to those who had potentially been exposed to uranium, Chapter 593 further expands veterans’ rights and privileges by providing more services to those with TBI.50

B. Differences Between Depleted Uranium Exposure and Traumatic Brain Injury

A key distinction between depleted uranium exposure and TBI is that there is no stigma associated with the illnesses caused by depleted uranium exposure.51 The purpose behind the 2006 VHSA was to raise awareness that veterans may unknowingly be exposed to depleted uranium.52 Even though all of the health risks of depleted uranium exposure remain unknown,53 studies show that there are some health risks involved with the isotopes being embedded in the body.54 In particular, two of the primary health concerns (urinary uranium levels and negative effects on problem-solving skills) can often lead to greater illness given the subtle nature of their effects.55 For example, an elevated level of urinary uranium has the potential to affect the reproductive system.56 Despite the debatable health risks associated with depleted uranium exposure, legislation was enacted to raise awareness of these health risks for returning veterans.57

TBI is different in nature from depleted uranium exposure and should be treated differently. Although both can cause subtle health changes, such as minor cognitive changes, dizziness, or blurred vision, there is a stigma associated with TBI-related illnesses that is absent for illnesses resulting from depleted uranium
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Simply raising awareness of TBI through an outreach program is insufficient to adequately treat returning veterans because mild forms of the injury cause latent psychological problems that are difficult to diagnose and treat.\(^{59}\)

### C. Improper Treatment of Mild TBI Is a Major Concern

A comparison to the “signature injuries” of the past, such as the American Civil War’s amputated limbs, today’s signature injuries, such as TBI, reveal a clear evolution toward chronic, systemic illnesses that are more difficult to diagnose and treat.\(^{60}\) The physical injuries that are a part of mild TBI are not the only injuries that need treatment.\(^{61}\) Logistic regression analyses of mild TBI data show that the reported physical health problems are largely due to PTSD or depression, which are psychological disorders.\(^{62}\) Therefore, the concern over improper treatment of mild TBI has to do with treating physical trauma, when psychological distress may be the actual root of the physical illness.\(^{63}\) One study even states that “the majority of symptoms we might expect to be due to concussion are actually due to PTSD and depression.”\(^{64}\) Early treatment of potential psychological injuries following TBI has shown significant reductions in the rate of PTSD.\(^{65}\) However, due to the complexities of the various physical and psychological injuries, each patient needs an individualized treatment plan.\(^{66}\)

The insufficiencies in the delivery of healthcare services might cause veterans to fall through the cracks in the system, be inappropriately denied care, or literally die before benefits are granted.\(^{67}\) A recent case, *Veterans for Common Sense v. Peake*,\(^ {68}\) shed light on some of these issues.\(^ {69}\) In that case, the plaintiffs were nonprofit
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organizations that focused on providing better resources to veterans. They filed suit alleging that the manner in which the VA provided mental healthcare services violated statutory and constitutional rights. Despite recognizing the possibility that the VA was not adequately providing healthcare services, the court ultimately ruled that it lacked the jurisdiction to grant the remedies proposed by the parties, which essentially would have required a complete overhaul of the VA system.

D. Is Chapter 593 Enough?

Although Chapter 593 provides a valuable addition to the resources available to war veterans by increasing the awareness of TBI and providing an outreach program to help assist with treatment of TBI, the legislation might still fall short of its original goals. TBI is not only difficult to diagnose, especially its milder forms, but the mild form has been associated with PTSD, which is an increasingly stigmatized illness. Although increasing awareness of the illness is somewhat successful in combating stigmatization, more direct changes should be made to the system of healthcare delivery. Studies have suggested that increasing the mental health services in primary-care clinics, providing confidential counseling resources, and performing routine screenings for PTSD would be more helpful in reducing stigmas and increasing accessibility to proper treatment.

Illinois’ Warrior Assistance Program is more effective in targeting the unique stigmatization that is associated with mental health illnesses common to TBI. By mandating TBI health screening for members of the state’s national guard, it allows veterans suffering from self-stigmatization to receive the appropriate testing for potential illnesses. Furthermore, the twenty-four hour hotline providing psychological counseling and the expansion of the available healthcare facilities beyond VA Hospitals provide veterans with more accessible resources. The challenge in treating TBI among returning veterans is not that veterans are unaware of their potential injury, but rather that stigma deters veterans from seeking medical care when they suspect they have suffered such an injury.
E. Looking Toward the Future

New technology called Magnetoencephalography (MEG) may expand the understanding of TBI.\textsuperscript{81} By measuring the magnetic signals produced by the brain’s electrical activity, MEG is being used to differentiate between different forms of TBI, PTSD, and other psychiatric disorders such as depression and anxiety.\textsuperscript{82} Researchers hope to design more targeted treatments by isolating the subtle differences between these illnesses.\textsuperscript{83} Researchers are also working toward understanding of the difference in gene expression between these illnesses.\textsuperscript{84} Understanding of the differences between TBI, PTSD, and other related illnesses could potentially have important implications for long-term disability and financial compensation for veterans.\textsuperscript{85}

In terms of new legislation, Congress passed the Defense Authorization Act of 2008, which extends the eligibility of VA healthcare from two to five years and streamlines TBI care by guaranteeing a mental-health appointment within thirty days of request.\textsuperscript{86}

V. CONCLUSION

Chapter 593 is a step in the right direction, but more aggressive measures need to be taken to ensure that war veterans are appropriately treated for their injuries. The nature of combat in the Middle East, with its frequent IED attacks and improved body armor, has led to an increase in TBI, certain forms of which are difficult to detect without a proper screening.\textsuperscript{87} The difficulties in diagnosing and treating TBI are further compounded by the social stigma that deters veterans from seeking medical attention.\textsuperscript{88} Federal and state legislators have begun to address this issue, and although California’s Chapter 593 is effective in raising awareness of the injury and providing some resources, it likely falls short of an adequate solution to resolving the social stigma associated with TBI.
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